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An Interactive Probability Plotting Program 
KAREN L. JENSEN 
Iowa State University, Ames, IA 50011 
STEPHEN V. CROWDER 
Corning Glass Works, Carning, NY 14831 
STEPHEN B. VARDEMAN 
Iowa State University, Ames, IA 50011 
An interactive FORTRAN program is presented which allows the user to produce probability plots 
(theoretical quantile-quantile plots) for on input data set based on several types of theoretical dis-
tributions. The program provides normal, two-parameter lognormol, three-parameter lognormol, right-
toil half-normal, left-toil half-normal, exponential, two-parameter Weibull, and three-parameter Weibull 
plots. The present version of the program allows data entry and editing from the keyboard (not from 
stored flies) and will accept up to 100 data values. This upper limit could easily be modified. 
Introduction 
Tf))ROBABILITY plotting is a graphical method used to 
lL investigate whether an assumed statistical model 
gives an adequate fit to a set of data. A probability 
plot helps an investigator to assess how well a given 
theoretical distribution fits the data and allows one to 
estimate distribution parameters. 
A probability plot is produced by plotting the data 
quantiles against the corresponding quantiles of the 
given theoretical distribution. (For this reason, these 
plots are sometimes referred to as "theoretical quan-
tile-quantile plots.") A linear pattern of points indi-
cates agreement between the data distribution and 
the theoretical distribution. Nonlinear patterns indi-
cate that the assumed model is not a reasonable rep-
resentation of the data. Chambers, Cleveland, Kleiner, 
and Tukey (1983) give guidelines for interpreting 
patterns in probability plots. 
In some cases experience or subject matter knowl-
edge suggests an appropriate theoretical distribution 
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for a data set. Nelson (1982) discusses some of these 
cases. The program presented below provides a con-
venient way to view and compare normal, two-pa-
rameter lognormal, three-parameter lognormal, right-
tail half-normal, left-tail half-normal, exponential, 
two-parameter Weibull, and three-parameter Weibull 
probability plots. 
Program Description 
When the user requests a particular type of prob-
ability plot, two output screens are produced. The first 
indicates the type of plot requested and lists the ver-
tical and horizontal coordinates of the points to be 
plotted. The second screen displays the probability 
plot. The theoretical quantiles are plotted on the ver-
tical axis and the data quantiles are plotted on the 
horizontal axis. Table 1 shows the values plotted for 
each type of plot. 
Nelson (1982) provides the following motivation 
for use of the cumulative probability values 
p; = ( i - 0.5) / n. The smallest of the n observations 
is assumed to represent the first (1/n)100% of the 
population from which the data values were drawn. 
This part of the population covers the cumulative 
probability values from 0 to 1 / n. The middle of this 
interval is (1 - 0.5) / n, so we plot the quantile cor-
responding to this cumulative probability value 
against the smallest data value. In general, the ith 
smallest observation represents cumulative probabil-
ity values between (i - 1)/n and i/n. Since the mid-
Vol. 20, No. 3, July 1988 
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TABLE 1. Values Plotted for Each Type of Plot 
Theoretical distribution Vertical coordinate Horizontal coordinate 
Normal1 4>-le-no.5) i'h smallest data value 
Two-parameter lognormal2 4>-t-n0.5) log(i'h smallest data value) 
Three-parameter lognormal3 [ e- 0.5)l exp a4>-1 -n- i'h smallest data value 
Right-tail half-normal 4>-1[ 0.50 + e-n0.5) I 2 l i'h smallest data value 
Left-tail half-normal 4>-lw-no.5) / 2] i'h smallest data value 
Exponential ( i - 0.5) -log 1--n- i'h smallest data value 
Two-parameter Weibull [ ( i - 0 5)] log -log 1 - -n-· log(ith smallest data value) 
Three-parameter Weibull4 [ ( i-0.5)r -log 1---
n 
i'h smallest data value 
1 4>-1(p) is the standard normal quantile function (the inverse of the standard normal distribution function). 
2 All logarithms used in the computer program and in this paper are natural logarithms (base e). 
3 The lognormal distribution function is F(y) = 4>[log(y ~ B) - ~] for y > 8, where 11 must be specified by the user. 
4 The Weibull distribution function is F(y) = 1 - exp[-(y: On for y > 8, where c must be specified by the user. 
dle of this interval is ( i - 0.5) / n, we plot the quantile 
corresponding to this cumulative probability value 
against the i'h smallest observation. 
The normal probability plot is a plot of normal 
quantiles 4>- 1c-n°·5) versus the ordered data values 
(the quantiles of the data set). The resulting plot is 
1 h b . d b 1 . i - 0.5 equiva ent to t at o tame y p ottmg --- versus 
n 
the ordered data values on normal probability paper. 
Since the quantile function for the standard normal 
distribution cannot be written in closed form, the val-
ues of this function for given cumulative probabilities 
are evaluated using Algorithm AS 111, Beasley and 
Springer (1977). This algorithm appears in the pro-
gram code as DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION PN. 
(The function PN is also used in constructing the log-
normal and half-normal plots.) The meanµ and stan-
dard deviation CT of the normal distribution may be 
estimated from a straight line drawn through the 
plotted points. The x-intercept (i.e., the horizontal co-
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ordinate of the intersection between the line and the 
horizontal axis) gives an estimate ofµ and the inverse 
of the slope of the line yields an estimate of CT. 
The three-parameter lognormal probability plot is 
a plot of the quantiles of the log-normal distribution 
versus the ordered data values. The lognormal distri-
bution function is 
F(y) = 4>[log(y ~ 8) - t] 
for y > (J (see Johnson and Kotz [1970]). Note that 
three parameters are involved: a threshold parameter 
(J, a Scale parameter r, and a Shape parameter CT > 0. 
Thus the general quantile function of the lognormal 
distribution is 
YP = (J + exp[CT4>-1(p) + n 
where p is a given cumulative probability value. The 
"standard" lognormal quantile function (with (J = 0, 
r = 0, and User-supplied CT > 0) is USed to COn-
StruCt the plot. Thus the three-parameter lognor-
Journal of Quality Technology 
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mal probability plot has vertical coordinates 
exp[ ucI>- 1 c-no.5)] and the ordered data values as 
horizonal coordinates. If the value of the shape pa-
rameter u is unknown, it may be necessary to generate 
plots for a range of u values to find a value that yields 
a linear pattern. Then the x-intercept provides an es-
timate of 8 and the log of the inverse slope provides 
an estimate of r 
In the two-parameter lognormal probability plot it 
is assumed that the threshold parameter 8 is zero (i.e., 
that the smallest possible value is zero). The data are 
transformed to a natural log scale and plotted versus 
standard normal quantiles. The lognormal parameters 
rand CJ" can be estimated from the x-intercept and the 
inverse of the slope of the line drawn through the 
plotted points, respectively. 
The theoretical quantiles used in the half-normal 
probability plots are those from the right and left sides 
of the standard normal distribution. The c-n0·5) 
quantile of the right-tail half-normal distribution is 
the 0.50 + ( i ~~·5 ) quantile of the standard normal 
distribution and the c-n°·5) quantile of the left-tail 
( i-0.5) ·1 f half-normal distribution is the ~ quant1 e o 
the standard normal distribution. 
The exponential distribution function is 
F(y) = 1- exp[-(y ~ 8 )] 
for y > 8, so the general quantile function of the ex-
ponential distribution is 
yP = 8 - X log(l - p) 
where pis a given cumulative probability value. The 
"standard" exponential quantile function (with 8 = 0 
and X = 1) is used to construct the plot. Thus, the 
exponential probability plot has vertical coordinates 
[-log( 1 - i -no.5)] and ordered data values as hori-
zontal coordinates. The parameter X (the mean) can 
be estimated from the inverse of the slope of a line 
drawn through the plotted points, and the threshold 
parameter 8 can be estimated from the x-intercept. 
The three-parameter Weibull distribution function 
with shape parameter c, scale parameter a, and lo-
cation parameter 8 is 
Journal of Quality Technology 
F(y) = 1- exp[-(y: (Jn 
for y;;::::: (J and the general Weibull quantile function is 
yP = a[-log(l - p)] 11c + 8. (1) 
The "standard" Weibull quantile function (with 8 = 0, 
a = 1, and user-supplied c > 0) is used to construct 




-log 1 - _n_._ is plotted versus the ordered 
data values. If c is unknown, it may be necessary to 
construct plots for a series of c values to obtain a linear 
pattern. The x-intercept can then be used to obtain 
an estimate of 8, and the inverse of the slope can be 
used to obtain an estimate of a. Note that c = 1 pro-
duces an exponential probability plot. 
The two-parameter Weibull probability plot is ap-
propriate when the threshold parameter 8 is known 
to be zero. The plot is based on the linear relationship 
between log-transformed Weibull data values and 
log[-log(l - p)] given by the log-transformation of 
equation (1) with 8 = 0: 
log(yp) = log(a) + (l/c)[log[-log(l - p)]]. (2) 
The two-parameter Weibull option plots the values 
[ ( i-0.5)] h . 1 . d log - log 1 - -n- on t e vert1ca axis an or-
dered log-transformed data values on the horizontal 
axis. After drawing a line through the plotted points, 
log( a) can be estimated from the x-intercept and c 
can be estimated from the slope of the line. Note that 
the distribution function of the type I extreme value 
distribution is 
F(y) = 1 - exp[-exp(- ~)] 
for y > O. Thus, the quantile function for the type I 
extreme value distribution is 
yP =a log(-log(l - p)) 
and we see that the vertical coordinates of the two-
parameter Weibull probability plot are the quantiles 
of the type I extreme value distribution with a = 1 
(See Nelson [1982] and Johnson and Kotz [1970]). 
Program Operation 
The program runs in an interactive mode and begins 
by asking the user for the number of data values, the 
name of the data variable, and the individual data 
values. After the user enters all of the data values and 
presses RETURN, the values entered are displayed. 
The user may then check the data values and choose 
whether to edit them. 
Vol. 20, No. 3, July J 988 
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The data editing routine allows the user to delete, 
add, or change observations. The user is presented 
with a menu containing these three options and the 
"STOP EDITING" option. The program provides the 
prompting necessary to accomplish each editing op-
tion. 
When the user chooses to stop editing (or if the 
user chooses not to edit), the main menu appears. 
This menu offers choices to edit the data, make one 
of the eight types of probability plots, or exit from 
the program. If the user requests a plot, the two output 
screens are displayed and the user returns to the main 
menu. If the user chooses to edit the data, the editing 
routine is run and then the main menu is returned. 
The present version of the program allows for data 
entry only from the keyboard (and not from stored 
files) and is primarily intended for producing quick 
plots for relatively small data sets. The program allows 
up to 100 data values. This limit may be changed by 
replacing "100" by the desired limit each time it occurs 
in the program code. It appears several times as the 
dimension of arrays, once in a warning message to 
the user and once in an "IF" statement. 
The two-parameter lognormal and two-parameter 
Weibull probability plotting procedures require that 
all the data values be positive because they will be 
transformed to a log scale. If there are negative values 
in the data set, an error message is displayed and the 
user returns to the main menu. 
Examples 
Example t 
The data in Table 2 are taken from page 159 of Box, 
Hunter, and Hunter (1978). They are yields from 
chemical reactions using two different methods. Each 
method was used 10 times. The output from two runs 
of the computer program is given in Output Listings 
la and 1 b. Output Listing la shows the steps required 
TABLE 2. Yield Results for a Chemical Reaction 
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TABLE 3. Class H Insulation Life Data at 260°C 











and output generated in producing a normal proba-
bility plot of the method A data. Output Listing lb 
shows the same for the method B data and also shows 
the data editing process. 
Example 2 
The data in Table 3 are taken from page 113 of 
Nelson (1982). They are hours until failure for spec-
imens of Class H electrical insulation material at 
260°C. Output Listing 2 shows two-parameter lognor-
mal, normal, and right-tail half-normal plots for these 
data. The two-parameter lognormal plot produced by 
this program can be compared to the plot given on 
page 114 of Nelson (1982). (Note that the horizontal 
and vertical axes are reversed from the convention 
used in this program.) The two-parameter lognormal 
is a reasonable model to try first for these data because 
TABLE 4. Times to Breakdown of an Insulating 
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the threshold parameter is known to be zero and this 
model is often used to describe the life of electrical 
insulation. With the exception of the three equal fail-
ure times, the plot is reasonably linear. The normal 
and right-tail half-normal plots do not provide any 
improvement in the linearity of the plot. 
Example 3 
The data in Table 4 are taken from page 105 of 
Nelson (1982). They are the times to breakdown of 
an insulating fluid between electrodes at a voltage of 
34 kV. Since theory suggests that such failure times 
follow an exponential distribution, a plot for this 
model was produced first. This plot is not linear and 
suggests the model gives a poor fit. Next, two-param-
eter Weibull and three-parameter Weibull plots were 
produced. The two-parameter Weibull probability plot 
displays more linearity than either the exponential 
probability plot or the three-parameter Weibull plot 
with an arbitrarily chosen value of c = 3. We can es-
timate c from the slope of the line in the two-param-
eter Weibull probability plot. This slope is approxi-
mately 
1.2913 - ( -3.6243) = 4.9156 = 0 8262. 
4.2890 - ( -1.6607) 5.9497 . 
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Output Listing 1 a. Output from Example 1 a 
PP LOT 
A Probability Plotting Program 
ENTER NUMBER OF DATA VALUES: 10 
Journal of Quality Technology 
ENTER NAME FOR DATA VARIABLE: YIELD 
ENTER DATA VALUES, LEAVING A BLANK BETWEEN ENTRIES: 























DO YOU WISH TO EDIT THE DATA? (ENTER Y OR N) N 
' 















STRIKE CARRIAGE RETURN WHEN YOU WISH TO CONTINUE 
CHOOSE OPTION FOR EDITING OR PLOTTING DATA: 
( 1) EDIT DATA 
(2) NORMAL PLOT 
(3) TWO-PARAMETER LOGNORMAL PLOT 
(4) THREE-PARAMETER LOGNORMAL PLOT 
( 5) RIGHT-TAIL HALF-NORMAL PLOT 
(6) LEFT-TAIL HALF-NORMAL PLOT 
( 7) EXPONENTIAL PLOT 
(8) TWO-PARAMETER WEIBULL PLOT 
(9) THREE-PARAMETER WEIBULL PLOT 
(10) EXIT FROM THE PROGRAM 
ENTER NUMBER OF SELECTION: 2 












































40.1 43.2 46,2 49.3 52.3 55.4 58.4 61.5 64.5 x 
STRIKE CARRIAGE RETURN WHEN YOU WISH TO CONTINUE 
CHOOSE OPTION FOR EDITING OR PLOTTING DATA: 
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( 1) EDIT DATA 
(2) NORMAL PLOT 
(3) TWO-PARAMETER LOGNORMAL PLOT 
( 4) THREE-PARAMETER LOGNORMAL PLOT 
( 5) RIGHT-TAIL HALF-NORMAL PLOT 
(6) LEFT-TAIL HALF-NORMAL PLOT 
(7) EXPONENTIAL PLOT 
( 8) TWO-PARAMETER WEIBULL PLOT 
(9) THREE-PARAMETER WEIBULL PLOT 
( l 0) EXIT FROM THE PROGRAM 
ENTER NUMBER OF SELECTION: 10 
Stop - Program terminated. 
Output Listing lb. Output from Example lb 
PP LOT 
A Probability Plotting Program 
ENTER NUMBER OF DATA VALUES: 10 
ENTER NAME FOR DATA VARIABLE: YIELD 
ENTER DATA VALUES, LEAVING A BLANK BETWEEN ENTRIES: 




















DO YOU WISH TO EDIT THE DATA? (ENTER Y OR N) T 
SELECT OPTION FOR EDITING DATA: 
( l) DELETE OBSERVATIONS 
(2) ADD OBSERVATIONS 
(3) CHANGE OBSERVATIONS 
(4) STOP EDITING 















HOW MANY OF THESE OBSERVATIONS DO YOU WISH TO CHANGE? 2 
ENTER THE OBSERVATION NUMBERS OF THOSE YOU WISH TO CHANGE. 
LEAVE A BLANK BETWEEN ENTRIES. 
5 9 
ENTER THE NEW DATA VALUES: 
OBSERVATION NUMBER 5: OLD VALUE .. 66.1000 
OBSERVATION NUMBER 9: OLD VALUE ... 80.1000 
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NEW VALUE z 68.1 
NEW VALUE - 81.0 
COMPUTER PROGRAMS 
SELECT OPTION FOR EDITING DATA: 
( l) DELETE OBSERVATIONS 
(2) ADD OBSERVATIONS 
(3) CHANGE OBSERVATIONS 
(4) STOP EDITING 
ENTER NUMBER OF SELECTION: 4 












STRIKE CARRIAGE RETURN WHEN YOU WISH TO CONTINUE 
CHOOSE OPTION FOR EDITING OR PLOTTING DATA: 
( 1) EDIT DATA 
( 2) NORMAL PLOT 
( 3) TWO-PARAMETER LOGNORMAL PLOT 
(4) THREE-PARAMETER LOGNORMAL PLOT 
(5) RIGHT-TAIL HALF-NORMAL PLOT 
(6) LEFT-TAIL HALF-NORMAL PLOT 
(7) EXPONENTIAL PLOT 
(8) TWO-PARAMETER WEIBULL PLOT 
(9) THREE-PARAMETER WEIBULL PLOT 
( 10) EXIT FROM THE PROGRAM 
ENTER NUMBER OF SELECTION: 










































58. 7 61. 5 64.3 67 .1 69.8 
STRIKE CARRIAGE RETURN WHEN YOU WISH TO CONTINUE 
CHOOSE OPTION FOR EDITING OR PLOTTING DATA: 
( l) EDIT DATA 
( 2) NORMAL PLOT 
(3) TWO-PARAMETER LOGNORMAL PLOT 
(4) THREE-PARAMETER LOGNORMAL PLOT 
(5) RIGHT-TAIL HALF-NORMAL PLOT 
(6) LEFT-TAIL HALF-NORMAL PLOT 
(7) EXPONENTIAL PLOT 
72.6 75.4 
201 
78.2 81.0 x 
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(8) TWO-PARAMETER WEIBULL PLOT 
(9) THREE-PARAMETER WEIBULL PLOT 
( 10) EXIT FROM THE PROGRAM 
ENTER NUMBER OF SELECTION: 10 
Stop - Program terminated. 
Output Listing 2. Output from Example 2 
PP LOT 
A Probability Plotting Program 
ENTER NUMBER OF DATA VALUES: 10 
ENTER NAME FOR DATA VARIABLE: HOURS 
ENTER DATA VALUES, LEAVING A BLANK BETWEEN ENTRIES: 
600 744 744 744 912 1228 1320 1464 1608 1896 



































STRIKE CARRIAGE RETURN WHEN YOU WISH TO CONTINUE 
CHOOSE OPTION FOR EDITING OR PLOTTING DATA: 
( l) EDIT DATA 
( 2) NORMAL PLOT 
(3) TWO-PARAMETER LOGNORMAL PLOT 
(4) THREE-PARAMETER LOGNORMAL PLOT 
(5) RIGHT-TAIL HALF-NORMAL PLOT 
(6) LEFT-TAIL HALF-NORMAL PLOT 
(7) EXPONENTIAL PLOT 
(8) TWO-PARAMETER WEIBULL PLOT 
(9) THREE-PARAMETER WEIBULL PLOT 
( 10) EXIT FROM THE PROGRAM 
ENTER NUMBER OF SELECTION: 3 
TWO-PARAMETER LOGNORMAL PROBABILITY PLOT: 
STRIKE CARRIAGE RETURN WHEN YOU WISH TO CONTINUE 










































l -1.86 I 
6.4 6. 5 6. 7 6.8 7 .0 
STRIKE CARRIAGE RETURN WHEN YOU WISH TO CONTINUE 
CHOOSE OPTION FOR EDITING OR PLOTTING DATA: 
( 1) EDIT DATA 
( 2) NORMAL PLOT 
(3) TWO-PARAMETER LOGNORMAL PLOT 
(4) THREE-PARAMETER LOGNORMAL PLOT 
( 5) RIGHT-TAIL HALF-NORMAL PLOT 
(6) LEFT-TAIL HALF-NORMAL PLOT 
( 7) EXPONENTIAL PLOT 
(8) TWO-PARAMETER WEIBULL PLOT 
(9) THREE-PARAMETER WEIBULL PLOT 
( 10) EXIT FROM THE PROGRAM 
ENTER NUMBER OF SELECTION: 2 











































7 .4 7 ,5 x 
600.0 762.0 924.0 1086.0 1248.0 1410.0 1572.0 1734.0 1896.0 x 
STRIKE CARRIAGE RETURN WHEN YOU WISH TO CONTINUE 
CHOOSE OPTION FOR EDITING OR PLOTTING DATA: 
( l) EDIT DATA 
( 2) NORMAL PLOT 
(3) TWO-PARAMETER LOGNORMAL PLOT 
(4) THREE-PARAMETER LOGNORMAL PLOT 
(5) RIGHT-TAIL HALF-NORMAL PLOT 
(6) LEFT-TAIL HALF-NORMAL PLOT 
( 7) EXPONENTIAL PLOT 
(8) TWO-PARAMETER WEIBULL PLOT 
(9) THREE-PARAMETER WEIBULL PLOT 
( 10) EXIT FROM THE PROGRAM 
Vol. 20, No. 3, July 1988 
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ENTER NUMBER OF' SELECTION: .5 
RIGHT-TAIL HALF-NORMAL PROBABILITY PLOT: 










































600.0 762.0 924.0 1086.0 1248.0 1410.0 1572.0 1734.0 1896.0 x 
STRIKE CARRIAGE RETURN WHEN YOU WISH TO CONTINUE 
CHOOSE OPTION FOR EDITING OR PLOTTING DATA: 
( 1) EDIT DATA 
(2) NORMAL PLOT 
( 3) TWO-PARAMETER LOGNORMAL PLOT 
(4) THREE-PARAMETER LOGNORMAL PLOT 
( 5) RIGHT-TAIL HALF-NORMAL PLOT 
(6) LEFT-TAIL 11.\LF-NORMAL PLOT 
( 7) EXPONENTIAL PLOT 
(8) TWO-PARAMETER WEIBULL PLOT 
(9) THREE-PARAMETER WEIBULL PLOT 
( 10) EXIT FROM THE PROGRAM 
ENTER NUMBER OF SELECTION: 10 
Stop - Program terminated. 
Output Listing 3. Output from Example 3 
PP LOT 
A Probability Plotting Program 
ENTER NUMBER OF DATA VALUES: 19 
ENTER NAME FOR DATA VARIABLE: MINUTES 
ENTE.11. DATA VALUES, LEAVING A BLANK BETWEEN ENTRIES: 
0.19 0.78 0.96 1.31 2.71 3.16 4.15 4.67 4.85 6.50 7.35 
















































































STRIKE CARRIAGE RETURN ~EN YOU WISH TO CONTINUE 
CHOOSE OPTION FOR EDITING OR PLOTTING DATA: 
( 1) EDIT DATA 
( 2) NORMAL PLOT 
( 3) TWO-PARAMETER LOGNORKAL PLOT 
(4) THREE-PARAMETER LOGNORMAL PLOT 
(5) RIGHT-TAIL HALF-NORMAL PLOT 
(6) LEFT-TAIL HALF-NORMAL PLOT 
( 7) EXPONENTIAL PLOT 
(8) Tli«l-PARAMETER WEIBULL PLOT 
(9) THREE-PARAMETER WEIBULL PLOT 
(IO) EXIT P'ROH THE PROGRAM 
ENTER NUMBER OF SELECTION: 7 





























































.2 9.3 18.4 27 .5 36.5 
STRIKE CARRIAGE RETURN WHEN YOU WISH TO CONTINUE 
45.6 54. 7 63.8 72.9 x 
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CHOOSE OPTION FOR EDITING OR PLOTTING DATA: 
( 1) EDIT DATA 
( 2) NORMAL PLOT 
(3) TWO-PARAMETER LOGNORMAL PLOT 
(4) THREE-PARAMETER LOGNORMAL PLOT 
(5) RIGHT-TAIL HALF-NORMAL PLOT 
(6) LEFT-TAIL HALF-NORMAL PLOT 
(7) EXPONENTIAL PLOT 
(8) TWO-PARAMUER WEIBULL PLOT 
( 9) THREE-PARAMETER WEIBULL PLOT 
( 10) EXIT FROM THE PROGRAM 
ENTER NUMBER OF SELECTION: 8 

























































I * I 
-3.951 
-1. 7 -.9 -.2 .6 1.3 
STRIKE CARRIAGE RETURN WHEN YOU WISH TO CONTINUE 
CHOOSE OPTION FOR EDITING OR PLOTTING DATA: 
(1) EDIT DATA 
(2) NORMAL PLOT 
(3) TWO-PARAMETER LOGNORMAL PLOT 
(4) THREE-PARAMETER LOGNORMAL PLOT 
(S) RIGHT-TAIL HALF-NORMAL PLOT 
(6) f.EFT-TAIL HALF-NORMAL PLOT 
( 7) EXPONENTIAL PLOT 
(8) TWO-PARAMETER WEIBULL PLOT 
( 9) THREE-PARAMETER WEIBULL PLOT 
( 10) EXIT FROM THE PROGRAM 
ENTER NUMBER OF SELECTION: 9 
ENTER THE VALUE OF THE SHAPE PARAMETER (C) 
FOR THE WEIBULL DISTRIBUTION: 3 
THREE-PARAMETER WEIBULL PROBABILITY PLOT: 



















. 7948 4.6700 
.8402 4.8500 
.8850 6. 5000 




1.1293 31. 7500 
1.1915 32. 5200 
1. 2658 33.9100 
1. 3642 36. 7100 
1. 5379 72.8900 
STRIKE CARRIAGE RETURN WHEN YOU WISH TO CONTINUE 
















I * I 
.221 
-+-------+-------+-------+-------+-------+-------+-------+-------+----
.2 9.3 18.4 27 .5 36.5 
STRIKE CARRIAGE RETURN WHEN YOU WISH TO CONTINUE 
CHOOSE OPTION FOR EDITING OR PLOTTING DATA: 
( l) EDIT DATA 
(2) NORMAL PLOT 
( 3) TWO-PARAMETER LOGNORMAL PLOT 
(4) THREE-PARAMETER LOGNORMAL PLOT 
(5) RIGHT-TAIL HALF-NORMAL PLOT 
(6) LEFT-TAIL HALF-NORMAL PLOT 
(7) EXPONENTIAL PLOT 
(8) TWO-PARAMETER WEIBULL PLOT 
(9) THREE-PARAMETER WEIBULL PLOT 
( 10) EXIT FROM THE PROGRAM 
ENTER NUMBER OF SELECTION: 10 










54. 7 63.8 72.9 x 
103 FORMAT(8(/),1X, 'CHOOSE OPTION FOR EDITING OR ' 
c 
c 
+'PLOTTING DATA: , 
+////,5X, I (1) EDIT DATA'' 
+/,5X, I (2) NORMAL PLOT I' 
+/,5X,' (3) TWO-PARAMETER LOGNORMAL PLOT ', 
+/,5X,' (4) THREE-PARAMETER LOGNORMAL PLOT', 
+/,5X, I (5) RIGHT-TAIL HALF-NORMAL PLOT I' 
+/,5X, I (6) LEFT-TAIL HALF-NORMAL PLOT I 
+/,5X,' (7) EXPONENTIAL PLOT ', 
+/,5X,' (8) TWO-PARAMETER WEIBULL PLOT ' 
+/,5X,' (9) THREE-PARAMETER WEIBULL PLOT ', 
+/,5X,'(10) EXIT FROM THE PROGRAM', 
+////,lX, 'ENTER NUMBER OF SELECTION: ',\) 
READ(",") SEL 
IF (SEL.GE.l.AND.SEL.LE.10) GOTO 107 
WRITE(", 105) 
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105 FORMAT(//,lX, 'INVALID SELECTION. PLEASE TRY ' 
+'AGAIN') 
GOTO 101 
107 GOTO (110,120,130,140,150,160,170,180,190,200), 
+ SEL 
110 CALL EDIT(N,DATA,SDATA) 
GOTO 101 
120 CALL NPLOT(N,SDATA,XLABEL) 
GOTO 101 
130 CALL LN2PLT(N,SDATA,XLABEL) 
GOTO 101 
140 CALL LN3PLT(N,SDATA,XLABEL) 
GOTO 101 
150 CALL HRPLOT(N,SDATA,XLABEL) 
GOTO 101 
160 CALL HLPLOT(N,SDATA,XLABEL) 
GOTO 101 
170 CALL EPLOT(N,SDATA,XLABEL) 
GOTO 101 
180 CALL W2PLOT(N,SDATA,XLABEL) 
GOTO 101 




















200 FORMAT(////. 32X, I PP LOT" 
+///,20X, 'A Probability Plotting Program') 
300 WRITE(*,305) 
305 FORMAT(////,' ENTER NUMBER OF DATA VALUES: ',\) 
READ(*,*) N 
IF (N.GE.l.AND.N.LE.100) GOTO 315 
WRITE(*,310) 
310 FORMAT(//,lX,'THE NUMBER OF DATA VALUES MUST 1 
+'BE BETWEEN 1 AND 100.', 
+/,lX, 'PLEASE TRY AGAIN.') 
GOTO 300 
315 WRITE(*,320) 




330 FORMAT(//,lX,'ENTER DATA VALUES,', 
+'LEAVING A BLANK BETWEEN ENTRIES:') 
READ(*,*) (DATA(I),I-1,N) 
CALL PRDATA(N,DATA) 
334 WRITE(*, 335) 








335 FORMAT(/,lX,'DO YOU WISH TO EDIT THE DATA? 
+'(ENTER y ORN) I,\) 
READ(*,340) ED 
340 FORMAT(Al) 
IF (ED.EQ. 'N' .OR.ED.EQ. 'n' 
+ .OR.ED.EQ. 'Y'.OR.ED.EQ. 'y') GOTO 345 
WRITE(*,341) 
341 FORMAT(//,lX, 'INVALID RESPONSE. 
+'PLEASE TRY AGAIN') 
GOTO 334 
345 IF (ED.EQ. 'N' .OR.ED.EQ. 'n') GOTO 350 
CALL EDIT(N,DATA,SDATA) 

















400 FORMAT(////,' OBSERVATION NUMBER',lOX, 'VALUE',/) 



















505 FORMAT(////,' SELECT OPTION FOR EDITING DATA:', 
+//,5X, '(l) DELETE OBSERVATIONS', 
+/,5X, '(2) ADD OBSERVATIONS', 
+/,5X, '(3) CHANGE OBSERVATIONS', 
+/,5X,'(4) STOP EDITING', 
+//,lX, 'ENTER NUMBER OF SELECTION: ',\) 
READ(*,*) CHl 
IF (CHl.GE.l.AND.CHl.LE.4) GOTO 515 
WRITE(*, 510) 
510 FORMAT(/, 'INVALID RESPONSE. PLEASE TRY AGAIN') 
GOTO 500 
515 GOTO (520,525,530,540),CHl 
520 CALL DELETE(N,DATA) 
GOTO 500 
525 CALL ADD(N,DATA) 
GOTO 500 
530 CALL CHANGE(N,DATA) 
GOTO 500 
540 CALL SORT(N,DATA,SDATA) 
RETURN 
END 
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605 FORMAT(//,lX, 'HOW MANY OF THESE OBSERVATIONS ' 
+'DO YOU WISH TO DELETE? '\) 
READ(*,*) NUM 
IF (NUM.GE.l.AND.NUM.LE.N) GOTO 615 
WRITE(*,610) 
610 FORMAT(//,lX, 'INVALID RESPONSE. 
+'PLEASE TRY AGAIN') 
GOTO 600 
615 WRITE(*,620) 
620 FORMAT(//,lX, 'ENTER THE OBSERVATION NUMBERS ' 
+'OF THOSE YOU WISH TO DELETE.', 
+/,lX, 'LEAVE A BLANK BETWEEN ENTRIES.') 
READ(*,*) (INDEX(I),I=l,NUM) 
CALL CHECK(N,NUM,INDEX,FLAG) 
IF (FLAG.EQ.0) GOTO 630 
WRITE(*,625) N 
625 FORMAT(/,lX,'THESE NUMBERS MUST BE BETWEEN' 
+'l AND ',I3,'. ',/,lX,'PLEASE TRY AGAIN.') 
GOTO 615 
630 CALL ISORT(NUM,INDEX,SINDEX) 
DO 640 I=l,NUM 





















655 FORMAT(//,lX,'HOW MANY OBSERVATIONS ' 
+'DO YOU WISH TO ADD? '\) 
READ(*,*) NMORE 
IF ((NMORE+N).LE.100.AND.NMORE.GE.1) GOTO 665 
WRITE(*,660) 
660 FORMAT(//,lX,'INVALID RESPONSE. 
+'PLEASE TRY AGAIN') 
GOTO 650 
665 WRITE(*,670) NMORE 
670 FORMAT(//, lX, 'ENTER THE ', 12,' NEW DATA ' 

























705 FORMAT(//,lX, 'HOW MANY OF THESE OBSERVATIONS ' 
+'DO YOU WISH TO CHANGE? '\) 
READ(*,*) NUM 
IF (NUM.GE.l.AND.NUM.LE.N) GOTO 715 
WRITE(*,710) 
710 FORMAT(//,lX, 'INVALID RESPONSE. 
+'PLEASE TRY AGAIN') 
GOTO 700 
715 WRITE(*,720) 
720 FORMAT(//,lX, 'ENTER THE OBSERVATION NUMBERS ' 
+'OF THOSE YOU WISH TO CHANGE.', 
+/,lX, 'LEAVE A BLANK BETWEEN ENTRIES.') 
READ(*,*) (INDEX(I),I•l,NUM) 
CALL CHECK(N,NUM,INDEX,FLAG) 
IF (FLAG.EQ.O) GOTO 730 
WRITE(*,725) N 
725 FORMAT(/,lX, 'THESE NUMBERS MUST BE BETWEEN ' 
+'l AND ',I3, I. I ,/,lX, 'PLEASE TRY AGAIN.') 
GOTO 715 
730 CALL ISORT(NUM,INDEX,SINDEX) 
WRITE(*,735) 
735 FORMAT(/,lX, 'ENTER THE NEW DATA VALUES:',/) 
DO 745 I•l,NUM 
WRITE(*,740) SINDEX(I),DATA(SINDEX(I)) 
740 FORMAT(lX, 'OBSERVATION NUMBER ',13, 
















DO 810 I•l,NUM 











C Pause to let user view the display 
c 
WRITE(*,70) 
70 FORMAT(/,lX,'STRIKE CARRIAGE RETURN WHEN YOU ' 
+'WISH TO CONTINUE',\) 
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900 FORMAT(////,lX, 'NORMAL PROBABILITY PLOT:' ,17X, 
+'Y' ,14X, 'X' ,/) 
























IF (SDATA(l).GT.O) GOTO 2005 
WRITE(*, 2000) 
2000 FORMAT(//,lX, 'A TWO-PARAMETER LOGNORMAL PLOT ', 
+'IS NOT POSSIBLE',/ 
+,lX, 'BECAUSE OF NEGATIVE DATA VALUES.',// 





2007 FORMAT(////,lX, 'TWO-PARAMETER LOGNORMAL ' 
+'PROBABILITY PLOT:', 
+13X, 'Y',14X, 'X' ,/) 












2020 FORMAT(//,20X,'PLOT OF Y-NORMAL QUANTILE VS. ' 
+'X•LOG ',A8) 
CALL PLTTR(N,LDATA,Y) 




















2100 FORMAT(//,lX, 'ENTER THE VALUE OF THE SHAPE ' 
+'PARAMETER (SIGMA)', 
+/,lX, 'FOR THE LOGNORMAL DISTRIBUTION: '\) 
READ(*,*) SHAPE 
2105 WRITE(*,2107) 
2107 FORMAT(////,lX, 'THREE-PARAMETER LOGNORMAL ' 
+'PROBABILITY PLOT:', 
+13X, 'Y' ,14X, 'X' ,/) 









2120 FORMAT(//,llX, 'PLOT OF Y=LOGNORMAL QUANTILE VS.', 
+' X=' A8 5X '**SIGMA• ' F6 2 ' **') 

















1105 FORMAT(////,lX, 'RIGHT-TAIL HALF-NORMAL ' 
+'PROBABILITY PLOT:' ,12X, 'Y' ,14X, 'X' ,/) 









1120 FORMAT(//,15X, 'PLOT OF Y=RIGHT-TAIL NORMAL ' 
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1205 FORMAT(////,lX,'LEFT-TAIL HALF-NORMAL ' 
+'PROBABILITY PLOT: ',12X,'Y',14X,'X',/) 









1220 FORMAT(//,15X, 'PLOT OF Y=LEFT-TAIL NORMAL ' 


















1300 FORMAT(////,lX,'EXPONENTIAL PROBABILITY PLOT:', 
+17X, 'Y' ,14X, 'X' ,/) 









1320 FORMAT(//,20X, 'PLOT OF Y•EXPONENTIAL ' 













IF (SDATA(l).GT.O) GOTO 1402 
WRITE(*,1400) 
1400 FORMAT(//,lX, 'A TWO-PARAMETER WEIBULL PLOT ', 
+'IS NOT POSSIBLE',/ 
+,lX, 'BECAUSE OF NEGATIVE DATA VALUES.',// 





1403 FORMAT(////,lX, 'TWO-PARAMETER WEIBULL ' 
+'PROBABILITY PLOT:', 
+12X, 'Y', 14X, 'X' ,/) 
















1420 FORMAT(//,13X, 'PLOT OF Y •TYPE I 




















1500 FORMAT(//,lX, 'ENTER THE VALUE OF THE SHAPE ' 
+'PARAMETER (C)', 
+/,lX, 'FOR THE WEIBULL DISTRIBUTION: '\) 
READ(*,*) C 
WRITE(*,1501) 
1501 FORMAT(////,lX, 'THREE-PARAMETER WEIBULL ' 
+'PROBABILITY PLOT:', 
+12X, 'YI' 14X, 'X' ,/) 









1520 FORMAT(//,13X,'PLOT OF Y•WEIBULL QUANTILE ' 








C Sort double precision numbers into ascending order 
c 
C Source: Loeser, CollDllUnications of the ACM, 









101 IF (I-N) 102,102,103 
102 I•I+I 
GO TO 101 
103 M•I-1 
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c 
104 M-M/2 
IF (M) 110,110,105 
105 K-N-M 
DO 109 J=l,K 
I=J+M 
106 I·I-M 
IF (I) 109,109,107 
107 L=I+M 




GO TO 106 
109 CONTINUE 







C Sort integers into ascending order 
c 
C Source: Loeser, Communications of the ACM, 










101 IF (I-N) 102,102,103 
102 I=I+I 
GO TO 101 
103 M=I-1 
104 M•M/2 
IF (M) 110,110,105 
105 K=N-M 
DO 109 J=l ,K 
I=J+M 
106 I=I-M 
IF (I) 109,109,107 
107 L=I+M 




GO TO 106 
109 CONTINUE 





DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION PN(P) 
c 
C Algorithm AS 111, Applied Statistics (1977), 
























IF (DABS(Q) .GT .. 42DO) GO TO 102 
R-Q*Q 
PN=Q*(((A3*R + A2)*R + Al)*R + AO)/ 
+((((B4*R + B3)*R + B2)*R + Bl)*R + l.ODO) 
RETURN 
102 R=P 
IF (Q .GT. O.ODO) R=l.ODO-P 
R=DSQRT(-DLOG(R)) 
PN•(((C3*R + C2)*R +C!)*R + CO)/ 
+((D2*R + Dl)*R + 1.0DO) 












DATA PRNTCHR/ I I ' I* I ' I* I ' '*' ' I*' ' I* I I 
C Find largest and smallest horizontal coordinates 





DO 900 I=l,N 
IF (HORIZ(I) .GT. MX) MX=HORIZ(I) 
IF (HORIZ(I) .LT. MN) MN=HORIZ(I) 
900 CONTINUE 
IF (MX.NE.MN) GOTO 902 










DO 905 I=l,N 
IF (VERT(I) .GT. MX) MX=VERT(I) 
IF (VERT(I) .LT. MN) MN=VERT(I) 
905 CONTINUE 








910 FORMAT(/,' Y' ,5X,' I' ,/,9X,' I') 
LO=MX 
COUNT=3 
DO 940 I=l, 17 
DO 915 J=l,65 




DO 917 K=l,N 
IF ((VERT(K) .GT. LO) .AND. 
+ (VERT(K) .LE. UP)) THEN 
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IF (PRNTFLG(J) .GT. 6) PRNTFLG(J)=6 
END IF 
917 CONTINUE 
IF (COUNT.EQ.3) THEN 
WRITE (*,920) UP, 
+ (PRNTCHR(PRNTFLG(J)),J=l,65) 
920 FORMAT (1X,F8.2,' I ',65Al) 
COUNT=O 
ELSE 
WRITE (*,925) (PRNTCHR(PRNTFLG(J)),J=l,65) 




C Put the labels under the horizontal axis. 
c 
WRITE ( 1<, 945) 
945 FORMAT (lOX, '-+-------+-------+-------+----', 
+•---+-------+-------+-------+-------+----') 
DX=(XMAX-XMIN)/8.0DO 








WRITE (*,960) (X(I),I=l,9) 













DO 3010 I=l,LINES 
WRITE(*,3000) 
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